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Seeing California  
with Edward Weston

“New Roads for Those Ready to Travel”

Applying for a Guggenheim Fellowship in the autumn of   Edward Weston 
described his “plan of  work” in just two sentences: “I wish to continue an 
epic series of  photographs of  the West, begun about ; this will include a 
range from satires on advertising to ranch life, from beach kelp to mountains. 
The publication of  the above seems assured.” His terseness was surprising 
inasmuch as no photographer had ever held a Guggenheim, and so was his 
jauntiness about publication which rested on the slender reed of  a gallery’s 
scheme to underwrite it by soliciting subscribers. But he was confident the 
thirty-five prints supporting his application abundantly demonstrated his 
qualifications and that his many exhibitions since his first New York show six 
years earlier indicated his national standing.1

 The next spring he received a Guggenheim—although not before ampli-
fying his application at the urging of  Dorothea Lange and Paul Taylor—and 
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embarked on his most productive creative period, making some , photographs 
of  what in his revised application he called “MY Western scene.” These pictures 
occupy an honored place in photographic history, preeminently for their extraordi-
nary formal excellence, and have also occasioned considerable biographical specu-
lation about whether they intimated his elegiac apprehension of  an approaching 
mortality. Weston’s special ambitions for his project have remained obscure, however, 
as have its cultural dimensions. Because cultural historians have neglected it, their 
accounts of  thirties photography have been partial in making documentary seem 
to have been the only significant practice. That is particularly misleading because 
Weston’s Guggenheim photographs enjoyed uncommonly wide dissemination, to 
the degree that more likely reached a greater number of  viewers than pictures by 
other leading photographers except the magazinists. In finding such a popular audi-
ence they achieved one of  his ambitions and helped fulfill that of  photography’s art 
world to make its finest efforts integral to the nation’s cultural life.2

 Weston’s project’s most enduring memorial is California and the West, published 
in  and reproducing ninety-six photographs with a text by his wife, Charis 
Wilson Weston. The intensified public interest in artful photography made it a 
plausible commercial undertaking for a New York publisher, as it would not have 
been a decade earlier, and it owed its existence as well to U.S. Camera, which spon-
sored the book. Its handsomely reproduced photographs amply revealed Weston’s 
virtuosity, but inasmuch as Charis’s text determined their sequence, glossed their 
subjects, and hinted at his intentions, their book needs to be understood as a collab-
orative effort with other valences than solely demonstrating his formal genius. Her 
intimate account of  their extensive travels and of  his making of  the photographs 
expanded California and the West beyond an art book’s usual boundaries. Charis’s 
emphasis on autobiography gave his pictures this coloration as well, and it also 
associated the volume with two other genres that flourished in the thirties, the road 
book and the guidebook to western travel. And while his photographs’ formal rigor 
often intimated abstract propositions about the natural world’s indivisibility, a sur-
prising number also exhibited temporal preoccupations, especially about the effects 
of  human interventions on the western landscape and their genesis in American 
cultural attitudes. California and the West thus permits a richer understanding of  
Weston’s artistic and cultural ambitions, complicating the standard view of  him as 
a dedicated formalist who somehow evaded the impress of  his culture.3

 That this view has been so customary, however, is not surprising because among 
the major photographers of  the interwar years Weston seemed most disengaged 
from the main currents of  American life. He had begun as a pictorialist around  
but after World War I embraced straight photography and destroyed much of  this 
earlier work. Alfred Stieglitz’s approbation in  of  his recent images, modernist 
in form, confirmed him in his new direction, which he continued to pursue during 
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two Mexican sojourns in the mid-twenties. Shortly after he returned to California 
in  he began the sculptural studies of  shells, vegetables, kelp, fungi, cypresses, 
and rocks for which he is still perhaps best known and which preoccupied him into 
the early thirties.
 He supported himself  as a portraitist, work he disliked and tolerated only to buy 
time to pursue his art. Aside from his Mexican stays he lived his entire adult life 
in California and hardly ever left it, the trip to meet Stieglitz his only eastern visit 
until after the Guggenheim years. In California, his preferred residence was remote 
Carmel. He was warmly social with other California photographers—Group f.  
grew from such associations—but had only desultory contact with those outside the 
state. Unlike Lange, also a professional portraitist, the depression did not inspire 
him to turn his lens on its casualties. Working in far-off  California with a narrow if  
rich range of  carefully controlled subject matter he seemed to epitomize the pho-
tographer whose work exemplified art for art’s sake.
 This was an interpretation he himself  sometimes embraced. “The idea of  beauty 
or art as an end” needs no defense Weston once insisted. “Art is the work of  indi-
viduals,—it is aristocratic.” He was sporadically contemptuous of  mass taste and 
doubtful it could be reformed, with the artist’s only option “an isolated, unappre-
ciated existence, unless he caters to popular vulgarity.” More commonly, he took 
an opposite tack and expressed pleasure in how “my work has meaning to people 
in many walks of  life: not only artists and intellectuals respond, but businessmen, 
the butcher, the baker, etc.,—children too.” At such times he would imagine him-
self  not as a photographic Rimbaud but leading a vanguard actively transforming 
consciousness.4

 His daybooks are replete with meditations on the photographer’s audience, the 
state of  American culture, and the artist’s role within it. As the depression deepened 
he increasingly puzzled over contemporary developments and began to lay larger 
emphasis on the beneficial cultural influence his work might have. He expressed 
certainty that a new consciousness then in the making would scrap obsolete social 
arrangements and averred his determination “to be a spiritual force in this new 
world vision” as well as his conviction that “I am so functioning” already. But he 
also worried over the political radicalism some acquaintances embraced. He cat-
egorically rejected the attitudes he imputed to them—“the class who think art must 
be political, evangelistic, who say, ‘What has kelp to do with the revolution?’” He 
believed the “real artist” was “always ahead and alone, he is the leader who clears 
the way for revolution” with new forms of  expression, and he was gratified when a 
friend told him that Trotsky had a similar conviction. “Art for art’s sake is a failure,” 
Weston concluded. “I am not trying to turn the artist into a propagandist, a social 
reformer, but I say that art must have a living quality which relates it to present 
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needs, or future hopes, opens new roads for those ready to travel, those who were 
ripe but needed an awakening shock,—impregnation.”5

 Despite a continuing distaste for the Rotarian excesses of  American culture—“a 
back-slapping, mob-spirited, intolerant, self-righteous, familiar, evangelistic, regu-
lating, leveling ‘democracy’”—Weston began to embrace a more affirmative view of  
American possibilities and stress how he could abet them. In  he read Waldo 
Frank’s The Rediscovery of  America and vibrated to its oracular pronouncements 
about American destiny. Within a sweeping theory of Western history Frank assigned 
a chiliastic mission to the United States, “to create a spiritual active Whole from 
the chaos we feel within us,” to tame the machine and supplant commercial values 
with those of  “the symphonic nation.” This “integration of  our wholeness” could 
be achieved, Frank argued, by a new national leadership in which artists became 
central participants, reviving the American “mystical tradition” that had briefly 
thrived during the Civil War as represented by Whitman and Lincoln. So exactly 
did The Rediscovery of  America express his own notions, Weston said, that were he 
a writer he would have written just such a book, and Frank’s ideas matched closely 
those he believed his photographs expressed. “To one who believes in America,” 
he exclaimed, “this book must give fresh hope, new impetus, desire to carry on, to 
see through.”6

 Subsequently, he clarified his belief  in a unique American destiny that art could 
expedite so long as artists remained unalloyedly American in perception. Too many, 
he thought, were “not functioning in terms of  their racial psyche, the collective 
unconscious” because they suffered “hangovers from European or other native ties,” 
the reason their work found no audience. Their “disturbed condition” in no way 
resembled his own sense of  purposefulness, which he believed his art’s indigenous 
roots intensified as did his medium’s cultural centrality. “Photography is peculiarly 
adapted to the American psyche,” he insisted, “it is vital in that it belongs to an 
epoch, a race in the making, the becoming.”7

 Ironically, Weston made these orphic observations in , a year in which his 
output reached low ebb. Other activities absorbed his energies and in part accounted 
for the trough in his usually strenuous creative schedule. Early in the year he pre-
pared his second New York show for the Delphic Studios and then in the sum-
mer and autumn participated in putting together Group f.’s exhibition. He also 
agonized over selecting the thirty-nine plates for his first book, to be published by 
Merle Armitage in a limited, signed edition of   copies.
 But this creative lethargy also reflected his need to strike out in a new direction, 
his instinct that he had exhausted the possibilities of  close-up still lifes. His new 
book, with a preponderance of  this work, he said, “marks the end of  a period.” At 
first he thought he would concentrate on nudes, and after he and Charis Wilson 
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became lovers she modeled for many figure studies. In them, though, he usually 
continued to isolate portions of  the model’s body so that formally they resembled 
his earlier sculptural close-ups of  natural forms.8

 But simultaneously and then with increasing frequency he began to make less 
meticulously controlled compositions in which organic forms were not isolated, 
abstracted, and essentialized but situated within a larger context of  natural and 
sometimes human history. He called them “open landscapes.” Their panoramic 
spaces and implication that the frame did not circumscribe all that might be worth 
seeing signified an important new direction for him, as did their willingness to 
incorporate multiple subjects. Such landscapes, he proclaimed in , “indicate 
the next phase of  my work.” These pictures presented new and challenging formal 
problems, always catnip to Weston, but also foreshadowed a more expansive view of  
photography’s potential that would serve his ambition to be a staunchly American 
artist contributing to the process of  cultural regeneration.9

Guggenheim’s Imprimatur and the Popular Audience

When Weston’s Guggenheim was announced in March  its modest $, sti-
pend “spelled salvation,” Charis said, because he had been barely scraping by with 
portrait sittings and sales of  personal work. It enabled him to anticipate a year of  
creative activity unimpeded by the exigencies of  earning a living, a unique circum-
stance for him. It was not only a personal triumph but a key symbolic moment as 
well, putting the Guggenheim Foundation’s indisputable seal on photography’s 
artistic standing and foreshadowing its continuing role as patron. His fellowship 
would be renewed in , and in the next few years more photographers would 
become fellows—Walker Evans in , Lange and Eliot Porter in , and Wright 
Morris in .10

 Practical matters absorbed the Westons in the days following the announcement, 
preeminently finding an appropriate vehicle. They needed freedom to leave Cal-
ifornia’s main highways, but that required a reliable car, and after other expenses 
the fellowship left barely enough for a dubious secondhand one. Their quandary 
was solved by Phil Hanna, editor of  the Automobile Club of  Southern California’s 
monthly magazine Westways, who agreed to pay $ per month for ten photographs 
and $ for texts about the sites they depicted. This commitment in hand, they 
purchased a black  Ford V- touring sedan for $ down and twelve $. 
monthly installments. Charis dubbed the car “Heimy” after the fellowship, although 
it could more justly have been named “Westie.”11

 Westways published  of  his new landscapes in twenty-one monthly installments 
beginning in August  and with a few interruptions continuing until July , 
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then reprinted the entire series as a book under the title also used in the magazine, 
Seeing California with Edward Weston. The club offered it to subscribers for $ 
($. before publication) so that “one of  the most popular features of  your maga-
zine” would be available in permanent format to take its place as “an indispensable 
volume in every Californian’s library.” Consonant with Westways’ editorial aim of  
promoting motor touring, each installment brought forward Weston’s pictures as a 
travelog revealing the extraordinary scenic plenitude an observant wayfarer could 
discover along California’s highways.12

 The Westways arrangement was a practical expedient and did not affect Weston’s 
creative agenda. He offhandedly referred to it as “my pot boiler” but did not regard 
the magazine as a place to dump inferior work. Nineteen of  its illustrations also 
appeared in California and the West, including some he considered especially strong. 
And Westways’ , subscribers provided the largest audience any photographer 
had ever commanded for a sustained body of  work. He had long hoped to reach such 
a viewership through reproduction. “The wider distribution of  my work,—know-
ing that it was seen by hundreds of  thousands, instead of  the handful who come in 
here [his studio],” he once confided to his daybook, “would have a fine, strength-
ening effect on me.” Addressing such an audience would advance his ambition to 
become an inspirational force, opening “new roads for those ready to travel.”13

 Westways was not the only magazine to publish Weston’s new pictures. A half-
dozen others did, too, giving him a national audience of  even more unprecedented 
size, beginning with three features in Life in  alone. The first trumpeted the 
Guggenheim Foundation’s wisdom in making its first photography award to “one 
of  the world’s finest camera technicians,” the second recounted his discovery of  a 
dead man in the Colorado Desert, and the third supplied a progress report on his 
fellowship activities. As always in Life, photographs dominated, a dozen examples 
of  Weston’s genius. Life usually favored pictures with a distinct narrative, which 
Weston’s lacked, but it also liked celebrities, and its dedication to him testified to 
the enlarged public stature the Guggenheim provided.14

 New Mexico magazine resembled Westways in emphasizing motor touring, and 
his five appearances comprising twenty-four pictures ran as “Camera Touring New 
Mexico with Edward Weston.” Like its California counterpart New Mexico touted 
the photographs’ practical uses as well as their artistic distinction. They were “out-
standing pictures of  photographic excellence” by “America’s leading photographic 
genius” who had “done probably more than any other one man to raise photography 
to its present high rank among the arts,” while they also served “to acquaint the 
camera-tourists with the pictorial possibilities” in the West and outline rewarding 
motoring itineraries.15

 As the fellowship was coming to an end early in  he began to publish synop-
tic accounts of  it, about his goals, equipment, and working procedures. One such 
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piece he addressed to the Magazine of  Art’s academic readers, and a few months 
later it became the preface to the Westways compilation. Camera enthusiasts got 
an even more detailed discussion in two Camera Craft articles that also outlined 
his itineraries, and in Popular Photography he explained how experimenting with 
open landscapes taught him to see cypresses anew after believing he had exhausted 
their potential. Yet another article appeared as late as  in the regional magazine 
California Arts and Architecture, written by Charis under a pseudonym that gave her 
license to extol the Guggenheim Foundation’s sagacity. Magazines reprinted some 
two hundred of  his new landscapes, disseminating them across the nation. “Of  the 
West: A Guggenheim Portrait,” a special feature in U.S. Camera , reproduced 
yet another twenty-one. In it Charis narrated their travels, a preview of  Califor-
nia and the West’s text and the first hint the book would be jointly authored, while 
Edward reiterated his by-then standard account of  his project. Because the annual 
was regarded by photographers and others as the medium’s premier showcase their 
piece addressed the most committed participants in its art world.16

 In short, an uncommonly large and heterogeneous audience saw generous samples 
of  Weston’s Guggenheim work and became informed about his aims and procedures 
in making it. Behind these expositions lay a tangle of  personal motives, beginning 
with his economic one to supplement his fellowship stipend, then to publicize his 
forthcoming book, and not least to abet his ambition to be an Emersonian seer. The 
publications had their own agendas as well, Westways and New Mexico to encour-
age motor touring, Life to affirm that the medium it specialized in was a respected 
artistic discipline, and the others to keep their visual arts–minded readers abreast 
of  the latest developments in its revitalized photographic wing. Weston’s Guggen-
heim, always prominent in their editorial copy, implicitly authorized such copious 
reproduction. Although there is no way of  knowing whether his photographs would 
have been so widely disseminated without the fellowship’s imprimatur, it seems 
unlikely, and never before (nor after) did he reach such an audience.
 Weston’s Guggenheim both affirmed and heightened the sense that artful pho-
tography had attained a new maturity just as these publications’ avidity to feature 
it reflected their conviction that a substantial audience was eager to see his pictures. 
Two of  his venues—Popular Photography and U.S. Camera—owed their existence 
to the reconfiguration of  photography’s art world that had brought this larger audi-
ence into its ambit. More generally, his pictures’ extraordinary dissemination indi-
cated how greatly photography had expanded the boundaries that usually circum-
scribe an artistic discipline’s audience, giving one of  its most gifted practitioners 
an unprecedented popular visibility. Weston was a master because of  the work he 
executed, but public recognition of  it rested on the changes in photography’s cul-
tural standing that had taken place during the thirties.17
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Narrative and Autobiography

California and the West did not reach as large an audience as the magazines—its ini-
tial press run was less than ten thousand according to Ansel Adams—but it enjoyed 
a permanence and prestige that no periodical could match. Unlike the magazines, 
Weston controlled its design and structure—illustrations one to a page and set off  
by ample white space, six gatherings of  sixteen photographs distributed through 
the text. The letterpress reproductions were excellent and close in size to his  x  
negatives. The book was “exciting,” he thought, and he intended it to be the trium-
phant conclusion to his Guggenheim project and an enduring memorial of  it.18

 He insisted that he had not merely compiled his best Guggenheim photographs. 
Rather, his choices reflected three distinct if  somewhat competing aims: to represent 
his entire project; to provide a full-length portrait of  California; and, because he 
had not photographed everywhere in it, to indicate what parts he had actually seen. 
These goals correlated with the artistic, touristic, and autobiographical dimensions 
of  the book as a whole.19

 Amplifying each of  these was Charis’s narrative of  their travels. Divided into 
twelve chapters, it specified itineraries for all but one of their nineteen trips, described 
sites they visited, supplied intimate details of  their experiences, and spelled out 
Edward’s working procedures. Her contribution to California and the West impels 
three observations. First, the book was not solely a collection of  his photographs but 
a collaborative undertaking; the title page listed them alphabetically as the preview 
in U.S. Camera  had not. Second, the pictures cannot be dissociated from her 
text. Not only did she recount the making of  many of  them but also supplied a lens 
through which to view them; images and text were symbiotic. And, third, if  the 
photographs often connoted a timeless natural realm, her text’s immediacies added 
contemporary resonances. “Dialectical” is too methodical a term to describe their 
relationship, but readers/viewers were encouraged to recognize the photographs’ 
representation of  a transcendent realm of  enduring form and with the text’s help 
also to consider their more timely implications.
 Charis’s tone differed considerably from that of  his photographs, which were for-
mal, disinterested, rarely playful, and avoided narrative. She, however, was a gifted 
writer of  informal prose and possessed a breezy sense of  language, a fine grasp of  
narrative pace, and an ear for dialogue. Fond of  anecdotes, she told them well. She 
could also be ironic, often at her own and sometimes Edward’s expense. Although 
she unmistakably regarded his contribution as of  greater importance, she was nei-
ther obsequious nor self-effacing. Their mutual friend Zomah Charlot described 
her at the time as “a sophisticate, a bohemian, [and] a child of  nature,” which Cha-
ris later said was how she liked to think of  herself. The quality of  her writing and 
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her lively intelligence made her a superb collaborator. A less skillful writer, given 
the Westons’ differing emphases and contrasting expressive strategies, would have 
produced a book divided against itself. A less confident writer would have written 
a superfluous addendum to the photographs. Instead, text and photographs were 
distinct but complementary.20

 Charis organized her narrative chronologically, beginning with the letter announc-
ing the fellowship. The publisher wanted it to start differently, presumably because 
her account was conventionally incongruous with the award’s dignity and the proj-
ect’s serious purposes. “We pinched ourselves and each other,” she wrote, “executed 
calisthenics appropriate to the occasion, and set about translating [our] plans into 
fact” (). But the Westons insisted on retaining it because her introduction adver-
tised that an intimate account of  the project’s unfolding would follow—and by a 
narrator who was spontaneous, natural, and enthusiastic, one who would be entirely 
collaborative in the work ahead.
 The photographs’ sequence loosely approximates their shooting chronology so 
that it mostly parallels her narrative but with enough exceptions to indicate that 
other considerations also influenced it. Geographical unity is one. Sometimes a shot 
is included with other views of  an area visited more than once, such as Death Valley. 
Juxtaposition of  particularly arresting formal elements is another concern. Twice in 
 Weston photographed in Rhyolite, in April and again in December. One picture 
of  an unkempt graveyard from the December visit is in Group Four, the other two 
in Group Five; facing the graveyard picture’s prominent unpainted wooden cross is 
a decaying saguaro cactus, its stunted arms similarly cruciform. Bookmaking design 
is a third reason for disregarding chronology. About five-sixths of  the pictures have 
a horizontal format, the shape in which Weston said he instinctively saw. Vertical 
images are thus distributed irrespective of  chronology to break up a potentially 
monotonous horizontality, usually three or so in each group. These deviations are 
all trifling, their insignificance underlining that Edward and Charis structured their 
contributions similarly and intended them to parallel one another.21

 One exception is more instructive. Concluding her narrative, Charis intimates that 
Edward’s final shot was of  a Lake County vineyard, a triumphal conclusion inas-
much as on their first trip two years earlier he had passed up a similar site where the 
light was hazy, assuming a comparable view would soon show up. None did though 
until this “perfect setting of  vineyards we always hoped to find” (). Thus she 
brought her narrative full circle and implied that Edward had photographed every-
thing he had aspired to. Amy Conger, however, says the final shot was of  a flower-
ing orchard in Solano County four days later, and she likewise finds biographical 
symmetry because he had been dissatisfied with his first Guggenheim photograph, 
a flowering crabapple tree.22

 Charis’s vineyard finale may be merely literary license, and the facts of  only trivial 
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interest. Of  more significance is that while both photographs appear in California 
and the West they are nowhere near its conclusion. The orchard is in Group Three 
and the vineyard in Group Four. What replaces them as the book’s final pictures 
are two made earlier at the MGM Studios in Los Angeles. As with final words, pho-
tographic conclusions are rhetorically heightened. Had he concluded with either 
vineyard or orchard, or both, he would have seconded Charis’s triumphalism. That 
he did not indicates an uneasiness with narrative, however much he otherwise abided 
by its regimen. Even more, this violation of  chronology was founded on his need 
to foreground his own summary statement about the meaning of  his Guggenheim 
project, one that distilled both its significance as a personal undertaking and as a 
cultural enterprise.
 Charis’s narrative is unabashedly autobiographical in contrast with Edward’s 
disinterestedness. Because she often includes accounts of  his working procedures, 
though, so a reader/viewer may see a picture and also know of  his ardor and often 
his difficulties in making it, in a sense all the book’s photographs become reflexive. 
To take one example from many, her chronicle of  his work near Lake Tenaya in 
Yosemite emphasizes his zealous determination. Even to begin he must first wrestle 
his bulky equipment, “fifty pounds of  pure unmanagableness,” up hazardous moun-
tain slopes. A frustrating day passes as they unsuccessfully try to find a higher trail 
to the “beautiful junipers always above us, unreachable.” When a way up is finally 
discovered he climbs it at dawn for several days, while she stays in their camp. Dur-
ing five days he photographs “all the junipers in reach” and “everything he could 
find in a radius of  five miles” (–). Armed with this account, readers then can 
appreciate the passionate labor that produced the book’s four pictures from this 
occasion, two each of  the elusive junipers and of  Lake Tenaya (Group Two), and 
see him as Charis does, as an intrepid hero of  perception.
 A few pictures imbedded more overt autobiographical allusions, often but not 
always so subtly as likely to escape some viewers. None would be unaware of  the 
story of  discovering the corpse in the Colorado Desert because even had they missed 
it in Life Charis gives a full account (Group One). Those knowledgeable about 
photography would recognize that his title for several snow-topped buildings in 
Yosemite, “Ansel Adams’ Darkroom,” references his erstwhile Group f. colleague, 
and particularly well-informed ones might be aware that the picture with which it 
is paired—a majestic Yosemite peak seen above a scrim of  snow-laden fir bows—is 
the ensemble’s most Adamsesque picture and an homage to his friend (Group Five). 
Viewers who knew even more of  Weston’s career might recognize the self-reflex-
ivity in the exterior of  a photo studio in Elk, a souvenir of  the portrait sittings by 
which he supported himself  before winning the Guggenheim (Group Five). Only 
intimates would know that this establishment’s proprietor was also the justice of  
the peace who married the Westons the year before.23
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 Twice they camped in Death Valley’s Texas Spring Camp Grounds, and Charis 
provides especially full accounts of  those occasions. A photograph of  it immediately 
precedes the final MGM shots. It brilliantly fuses what a snapshooter would likely 
photograph separately, where we stayed and what we saw. In the foreground is the 
modern campground with two tents, concrete picnic tables, and sanitary facilities; 
bare hummocks, a road passing through them, are in the middle distance; and in 
the background is a dramatically striated mesa behind which rise the dark Funeral 
Mountains beneath a mottled sky (Group Six). By synthesizing the homely camp-
ground, paved road, and awesome mesa and mountains the photograph fuses the 
practicalities of  their travels as reported by Charis with his ambition to portray the 
West’s inspirational grandeur.24

 The most unexpected autobiographical picture is his portrait of  Charis. Perhaps 
terminology fails here because both Edward and Charis participated in making it, 
so that it is both biographical and autobiographical. Charis is one of  only three 
human figures in the photographs; the other two are the corpse and a young man 
in front of  a Salinas barn, seen at such a distance his facial features are indistinct. 
Her portrait’s occasion was a Yosemite backpacking trip during which they were 
continually assaulted by mosquitoes. To protect herself  she wore jeans, sweatshirt, 
and thick, calf-length hiking boots and swaddled her head with a scarf. She sits 
leaning back against a rock face, her knees bent and her legs splayed. Her gaze is 
direct and unabashed but her mien cryptic. She crosses her wrists on her raised 
inner thighs so that her hands at once partially mask her pudendum and call atten-
tion to it. The camera is about four feet away and close to the ground, taking in her 
whole body in a narrow envelope of  rock and earth, its low angle directing equal 
attention to her hands and face, her body’s only exposed parts (Group Two).25

 It is a remarkable portrait of  an attractive young woman (she was twenty-three), 
extraordinarily intimate if  enigmatic. Several details contribute to its rich compli-
cation. The impression of  youthful tenderness is modified by her level gaze and 
her expression’s inscrutability so that she is at once vulnerable, direct, and opaque. 
With her flexed knees and spread legs she is relaxed, but this position flaunts con-
ventional decorum. Her crossed hands connote modesty but also frame her sex. A 
pucker in her stretched jeans simulates her labia. Thick clothing muffles her body’s 
outlines and the scarf  her hair, but against a background of  obdurate stone she is 
nonetheless unmistakably female and sexual, even erotic.
 His portrait of  her enriches and complicates her narrative’s self-portrait, where 
she emphasizes her irrepressibility and droll good humor, as, for instance, in her 
account of  this very picture. He took it, she says, because failing light made other 
subjects impossible, and so incapable was he of  easing up that “when he could find 
nothing else to do he turned the camera on me, mosquito rigging and all” (). Like 
her text, his picture suggests her level-eyed candor and disregard for convention 
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but also overlays something mysterious and sphinxlike on her self-portrait’s breezy 
transparency. Portrait and self-portrait thus become a palimpsest, a more complex 
depiction of  personality than either alone would be.
 As one of  only two closely seen persons, her portrait reverberates disproportion-
ately because of  its contrast with that of  the dead man. Charis represents a manifes-
tation of  the life force that Weston usually depicted in nature—a mysterious capac-
ity for survival and renewal that, when seen acutely, reveals a holistic perception of  
coherence. As she later remarked, he photographed birth, growth, decay, and death 
as “inseparable parts of  the life process.” In , by making this portrait, and in 
, by publishing it, he made her emblematize the potential for such growth and 
integration. Thus, it was not only of  his companion and coauthor but also, by its 
uniqueness, of  a principle of  human vitality.26

 The picture with which it is juxtaposed also developed autobiographical over-
tones and by contrast strengthened the impression that Charis embodied an élan 
vital. In subject the most haphazard of  any in the book it portrays a rubbish-strewn 
abandoned soda works on the dry bed of  Owens Lake. A junked and partially dis-
assembled car, a large tank lying on its side, irregularly spaced electric poles, and 
scattered detritus randomly litter it. Even more disorienting is a large trapezoidal 
black object dominating the foreground, cutting off  the view of  the car and tank 
and itself  bisected by the frame’s left edge; it is impossible even to imagine what 
its original function had been. In this cluttered picture’s lower right corner is the 
shadow of  Weston’s camera, which, Charis tells readers, he used “to complete his 
composition.” Few if  any viewers, however, would have identified its source with-
out her prompting, so fragmented is its shape (). By directing attention to it she 
advertises how even confronted with a chaotic setting Edward could call upon a 
prodigious capacity for imposing esthetic order and thus meaning on the flux of  
visual experience. Simultaneously, she represents the photograph as Edward’s self-
portrait—his camera the conduit for his genius and the shadow its sign—so the 
facing pages now comprise a joint portrait, each of  the collaborators pointing to 
the other visually or textually.
 Charis makes Edward’s voracious creative energy explicit on page after page. In 
Death Valley he “was so shaky with excitement he could hardly set up his camera” 
(), and traversing the Colorado Desert he found so much to photograph “that 
Heimy must be held to a dawdling walk so nothing would be missed” (). The abun-
dant photographic opportunities afforded by clouds and land forms in the Sierras 
made “Edward [whirl] like a dervish to keep up with the action on all fronts” (). 
In Yosemite after a snowstorm he “went berserk. Everywhere he looked there was 
something to photograph” ().
 A leitmotiv of  her narrative is a contrast between Edward as the epitome of  syn-
thesizing creative vision and the insipid perception of  tourists, especially snapshoot-
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ers, those who “Came and Saw and (usually) Clicked” (). At popular sites they 
would “dash up, snap, and dash away, faster than you could keep count” (). Such 
a procession amused them at Donner Lake while he waited between exposures for 
the light again to become right as the sun ducked in and out of  heavy clouds. A 
young man momentarily detached himself  from the caravan and approached to show 
some of  his pictures and admire Edward’s view camera. Like other amateurs they 
encountered, his next comment was, said Charis, utterly predictable: “‘I bet that 
camera of  yours takes pretty good pictures.’” Edward’s patient explanation—that 

“he guessed it was like any other camera, it depended on what you did with it”—only 
confused his interlocutor, who backed away as if  Weston were deranged ().
 Readers/viewers of  California and the West could see what he achieved on this 
occasion and measure its distance from the usual snapshot. “Donner Lake” sharply 
divides foreground and background. The latter is “almost saccharine,” according 
to one viewer, a vista of  a fir-fringed lake, fluffy clouds, and horizon mountains, 
the view a snapshooter would favor. But dominating the foreground is a drag line’s 
bucket, an industrial artifact those who came to click would have elided. Its complex 
shape of  triangles and curves is visually dynamic, and its left side roughly approxi-
mates the contours of  the lake’s shoreline and its hoist a mountain’s peak, uniting 
the picture’s halves and exploring the universality of  form that so interested Weston 
(Group Two).27

 Its synthesis of  foreground and background, however, was not merely the reso-
lution of  a formal problem. It also raised cultural questions. Does this synecdoche 
for twentieth-century technology and progress represent a violation of  the pristine 
natural world, an egregious machine in the garden? Or does the picture’s integrated 
composition indicate a more harmonic union of  the natural and the man-made? 
Weston was among the most unsentimental of  photographers, and facile contrasts 
of  pure nature and debased human efforts held little appeal for him. The drag 
line’s purpose, moreover, is road building, and because the Westons depended on 
highways, blithely condemning it would seem churlish. Unlike the Owens Lake 
shot, furthermore, this one rigorously organizes its disparate elements, making of  
them a coherent esthetic whole. Still, the picture insists on no preordained reading. 
What it does demonstrate, as Charis’s account of  its circumstances makes evident, 
is the unique vitality of  his creative imagination as it negotiated the visible world. 
A snapshooter’s view palely imitated what was seen; Weston’s remade it into some-
thing new and rich.
 The autobiographical complementarities in pictures and text reinforce Califor-
nia and the West’s most apparent ambition, to warrant his preeminence as a hero 
of  perception. The pictures alone would have intimated it, but the text enlarges 
on and clarifies it. Art usually conceals the artist’s labor, and photography perhaps 
especially seemed effortless at a moment when it was only recently established as 
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a major art form and when millions practiced it as an avocation. The interpenetra-
tion of  Edward’s images and Charis’s narrative produced a synergetic affirmation 
of  his superior vision and invited the book’s readers/viewers to acknowledge the 
imaginative genius his photographic work demanded.

Road Books and Western Travel

The Westons’ collaboration generated other outcomes as well. One was that Cali-
fornia and the West became more explicitly a road book. Because of  his photographs’ 
inattention to the depression’s upheavals Weston has usually been portrayed as 
immune to cultural influences. But in predicating his project on automobile travel 
he was sharing an impulse that encouraged scores of  writers and numerous pho-
tographers in the thirties to get behind the wheel to discover the America beyond 
their own studios and workrooms. And by combining photographs and text to 
reveal the discoveries made on these travels, the Westons’ book joined a genre that 
flourished in the depression.
 William Stott says there were “hordes of  writers and intellectuals” on Ameri-
can highways in those years. They included such well-known authors as Sherwood 
Anderson and Erskine Caldwell as well as many lesser lights. Nathan Asch’s title, 
The Road: In Search of  America (), could represent the ambitions of  most of  
them. John Steinbeck’s incessant travels researching The Grapes of  Wrath received 
wide publicity when the novel appeared in , and its account of  the Joads made 
it a special kind of  road book, authenticated by his odyssey. Often writers substanti-
ated their observations’ validity by citing how many miles they had traveled, as the 
Westons had in U.S. Camera  and Camera Craft (the book has no such tally). 
One writer said she logged “, miles,” another “about fifteen thousand.” The 
Westons gave their total as thirty-five thousand.28

 Photographers also took to the highways, often with a writer-companion. For 
a month in  Berenice Abbott motored through the South and Midwest with 
Elizabeth McCausland. They planned to undertake a documentary portrait of  
America in words and pictures, and the trip was a preliminary canvass for it. Like 
Weston, they applied to the Guggenheim Foundation, but it turned down their 
proposal in  and again in . Although Dorothea Lange and Paul Taylor 
omitted their personal experience in An American Exodus they nonetheless felt the 
necessity to state that the book represented “what we have seen and learned from 
many miles of  countryside.” Following his first book of  reportage from the road 
Erskine Caldwell decided he needed a photographer to accompany him for the next. 
After Margaret Bourke-White joined him and You Have Seen Their Faces became 
a best-seller (and the writer and photographer man and wife), they embarked on 
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further collaborations. Say, Is This the U.S.A. () documented “the impres-
sion and feel of  America” they experienced on their coast-to-coast travels. Let Us 
Now Praise Famous Men was not a road book but Agee and Evans’ trip to Alabama 
partook of  the same cultural imperative to see America anew that lay behind other 
motoring collaborations. It had been a Fortune assignment, and that magazine, like 
its sister, Life, often dispatched photographers and writers around the nation to 
take its pulse.29

 The Westons’ project differed from these in a number of  important ways. Unlike 
their photographs, his were not documentary, although he waffled a bit about it. In 
his Camera Craft article he had given his project’s title as “      

    ”; in the book the next year it became “ 

        .” His initial formulation reflected 
his perception of  documentary’s growing prestige and a wish to associate his work 
loosely with it. The revision indicated his recognition that the book he and Charis 
produced consorted poorly with the aims usually ascribed to it. His pictures did 
not portray people and relate them to their environment, and aside from occasional 
encounters with snapshooters and miscellaneous others Charis’s narrative did not 
deviate from a preoccupation with their private experience. Nor did photographs or 
text evince any political or reformist tendencies, as documentary usually does. The 
Westons did not aspire to discover America as a socially complex modern civiliza-
tion, and they almost entirely avoided sites where that would be most apparent.30

 But the larger similarities California and the West shared with other projects of  
the thirties combining words and photographs are more significant. For all of  his 
previous confidence in the autonomy of  photographs, with this project Edward 
warmly embraced their textual cohabitation. Four years later, when he looked back 
on the Guggenheim years with a final summarizing entry in his journal, he contin-
ued to feel the book was “so well-told” that further commentary was superfluous. 
Like other photographers at the time who worked with writers, he had come to 
subscribe to the principle that words and photographs together could create a uni-
fied, synthetic whole. This was, of  course, a judgment inflected by affection for his 
collaborator, but it also conformed to a cultural disposition that flourished in the 
thirties. Photography’s enhanced prestige as an art form and as a way of  knowing 
paradoxically increased the desire that it be annotated verbally. Rather than dimin-
ishing the image, expressive language was believed to enhance it, multiplying and 
not challenging its inherent potency.31

 If  California and the West stressed the Westons’ personal experience more exclu-
sively than other road books, it was a difference only of  degree. Such books char-
acteristically pitted an observer against a newly discovered reality, thus proffering 
not so much a disinterested report as how it affected the observer. Stott says that 

“being there was a criterion of  authenticity” to an unusual degree in these years. Most 
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commonly, the reality encountered was a social one, which the Westons’ was not, 
but the specificity with which they reported their experience—pictures and text 
mutually reinforcing—was of  a piece with this strong tendency in the expressive 
culture of  the decade.32

 The Westons also set out, if  not precisely with the same emphases as their coevals, 
to discover and reveal an unseen America, at least its westernmost parts. Even their 
regional stress corresponded to one of  the era’s cultural preoccupations. Charis 
subtitled her first chapter “Initiation” because it recounted their initial Guggen-
heim trip and also intimated that their journeys promised to reveal mysteries here-
tofore invisible—and, in fact, Edward had not seen most of  the country they would 
traverse. Underlying their exploration was the assumption, also shared with other 
travelers, that something distinctive, even unique, inhered in the American coun-
tryside and that photographs combined with language constituted a new medium 
superbly equipped to reveal it. By any usual reckoning Edward Weston was hardly 
a nationalist at all, but his project to concentrate on the West’s extraordinary variety 
and impressive grandeur nevertheless accorded with and was perhaps inspired by 
the cultural nationalism that characterized the years before World War II. More-
over, he believed in the cultural influence his work could exercise and that bringing 
to the attention of  other Americans the transcendent qualities of  their own land 
presented an admirable opportunity to achieve it.
 It was not only writers and photographers who took to the highways to see the 
country but also other Americans—and by the millions. In the interwar years railroad 
ridership decreased while automobile travel increased sixfold. Nor had economic 
calamity dampened public enthusiasm for recreational motoring, and much of  the 
growth occurred during the depression. By the mid-thirties Americans spent half  
of  their leisure budgets on vacation travel and took  percent of  their holidays by 
car. In  visitors to national monuments and parks had risen to sixteen million 
from just over six million only four years earlier.33

 Motorists particularly favored the West because of  its immense variety and many 
national parks, and tourist authorities responded by actively cultivating them for 
the dollars they could contribute to local economies. One such organization was 
the California Tourist Association, which in  put together a handbook welcom-
ing visitors “to a veritable paradise of  scenic beauty, to health-giving sunshine, the 
tang of  mountain pines, the zest of  life in a land where Nature is most alluring.” It 
urged travelers to keep a diary—“sketching your routes, noting places of  interest 
along the way”—and make photographs to share with friends at home “who per-
haps have not yet had the opportunity and pleasure of  your tour, but who may thus 
enjoy it vicariously.”34

 Books supplying vicarious western travel flourished in the thirties. Bert Clark’s 
sentiment in One Hundred Thousand Miles by Automobile through the West: Wayside 
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Observations was a staple of  this literature. On western highways, he wrote, tourists 
could adventure “away from the hum-drum of  affairs and into a realm of  delights 
which the motor car and good roads have opened to all. Not only is there ‘gold 
in them thar hills,’ but better, an abundance of  Health and Happiness free as the 
winds.” Enhancing motor travel’s therapeutic value were the educational benefits 
that sightseeing at world-famous attractions provided. Travel authors recommended 
California’s popular touring destinations, usually including Death Valley, Yosemite, 
the Motherlode country, the redwoods, and the Pacific littoral, all also visited by the 
Westons, as well as others they mostly avoided, notably its cities. While these top sites 
ought not to be missed, authors cautioned that a rigid itinerary undermined the sense 
of  exhilarating freedom that travel ought to provide. “What a world of  excitement 
people miss who take their touring seriously, holding to a dull schedule as closely 
as any transportation company!” warned Charles Finger, one of  the most popular 
and prolific writers, and he along with others counseled leaving main highways to 
wander back roads where the authentic West could be discovered. Lewis Gannett 
put their argument succinctly: The wayfaring automobilist in the wide spaces of  the 
West would experience “a real sense of  what this country and its people are.”35

 Californians were especially inveterate motorists, indefatigably exploring the 
state’s nether reaches on its excellent highway system. It had one of  the highest 
proportions of  automobile ownership, and cars with California plates outnumbered 
all others in national parks as early as . The Works Progress Administration’s 
California: A Guide to the Golden State saw their eagerness to get behind the wheel 
as an atavism. “The restlessness of  the men who made the western trek persists 
in the unquenchable wanderlust with which their descendents have taken to the 
automobile, thronging the highways with never-ending streams of  traffic bound 
for seashore, deserts, forests and mountains.”36

 Weston had concluded his revised Guggenheim application by emphasizing that 
his project required mobility. “For the full realization of  the work I hope to do,” he 
wrote, “freedom to travel would be imperative.” As travelers he and Charis were 
uncommon in their trips’ duration and scope and in the fact that they were pur-
poseful and not for leisure, but in most other ways their goal of  exploring Califor-
nia by car was universally embraced. They not only took in most of  its well-known 
sites but also wandered off  main roads as travel writers had advised. They would 
have scoffed at the California Travel Association’s purple boosterism, but they, too, 
believed that California was “a land where Nature is most alluring.” And their book 
recording their journeys, although vastly superior to other travelers’ accounts of  
California, resembled them in celebrating the state’s scenic wonders, delineating 
worthwhile itineraries, and prescribing especially rewarding modes of  travel. In 
short, far from being anomalies the Westons’ journeys echoed well-established cul-
tural practices of  the thirties. Like other travel books California and the West framed 
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these practices as constituting something more significant than “mere” recreation. 
Pursued self-consciously they could become both therapeutic and educative.37

 Perhaps the best-known manifestations of  motor touring’s ubiquity were the 
WPA state guidebooks, although the California Guide, published in , appeared 
too late to be of  use to the Westons. Its nearly seven hundred pages of  informa-
tion-packed text surveyed fourteen cities and outlined fourteen ambitious driving 
itineraries, with supplementary sections on Death Valley, Yosemite, Sequoia and 
General Grant National Parks, and the San Francisco World’s Fair. No single travel 
writer could ever duplicate its plenitude—a team of  researchers and writers put it 
together—but that notwithstanding California and the West resembled California: 

A Guide to the Golden State in some noteworthy ways.
 Like the Guide, Charis supplied itineraries to the state’s attractions, less elabo-
rate ones but specific enough. To get to Yosemite quickly take the northern route, 
the Big Oak Flat Road (); from the southeast the All Year Highway (U.S. ) 
is best (). Highway  north of  Albion “was a delight,” alternating canyon and 
sea views (). The road up to Dantes View in Death Valley is “the roughest mile 
in creation,” but the prospect to which it leads repays the risk (). California and 
the West’s structure reinforced its tutelary dimension, each chapter except the last 
centering on a discrete touring area. An appended full-page map located the sites 
the Westons visited.
 She also proffered advice on congenial places to stop and traveling pleasures to 
enjoy. A hillside campsite in the Laguna Mountain Recreation Area featured stone 
fireplaces in a pine grove, wooden picnic tables, and “best of  all, the clearings leveled 
for tents have been mattressed a foot deep with dry pine needles” (). Cuyamaca 
State Park offered “acres of  campgrounds to choose from,” and the one on which 
the Westons settled had “grass and trees and streams, and deer peering at us from 
the thickets” (). Desert visitors should try a date milkshake, the perfect concoc-
tion for the region, so ineffable that “they must be tasted to be understood” (). 
Unconstrained by political timidities that kept the Guide sanitized of  criticism she 
also warned of  tourist scams. The “   ” in Tracy adver-
tised “  ” in signs all along the roadside, but unless a customer 
specifically requested otherwise it was served sweetened. Dates at roadside stands 
in date-growing country were exorbitantly priced, more cheaply gotten at home 
(–); the Guide’s description of  Date City, however, blandly averred that “fresh 
dates are on sale at stands lining the road.”38

 Charis embellished the itineraries with local-color sidelights and sightseeing 
advice. Near Olema could be found an ancient Portuguese cemetery with lifelike 
portraits on the gravestones (). Crowning the Mendocino Masonic Hall was an 
 redwood statue of  Father Time toying with a young woman’s braids; the locals 
painted it each year, so proud were they of  it (). The Vallecito stage station had 
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been “admirably restored,” unlike mission restorations (). Lake Helen, in Las-
sen Volcanic National Park, was named for “‘the first white lady to climb Lassen 
Peak’” (). In Eureka, the Carson House was “a gingerbread masterpiece” ().
 WPA researchers unaccountably missed the Portuguese cemetery, but other-
wise the Guide included identical information.39 It had  illustrations, ninety-
nine contemporary photographs, about the same number as California and the West, 
although grouped by subject rather than corresponding to itineraries as in the 
Westons’ book. Many depicted sites Edward did not photograph, including indus-
trial scenes, architectural landmarks, public institutions, and places of  recreation; 
a few showed migrant workers. One-fourth depicted cities, whereas Weston had a 
single urban shot. Famously picturesque locations that he avoided—Yosemite Falls, 
Monterey’s Old Whaling Station, and Spanish missions—also numbered among 
its illustrations. The Guide’s photographs held few surprises, portraying sites and 
activities most Californians would have agreed typified the state.
 But the two books also have illustrative as well as informational congruences, a 
dozen photographs of  identical sites. Both include vineyards and orchards, Yosemite 
in the snow, Death Valley, and Donner Lake; Mount Shasta appears in both, as do 
rocky coastlines, the Owens Valley, the San Francisco waterfront, and a film stu-
dio’s sound stage. Unsurprisingly, Weston’s pictures are stronger—more novel in 
approach, more rigorously organized, and more visually arresting in every way. The 
Guide’s entirely conventional, postcard-pretty view of  Mount Shasta, for instance—
its snowy summit reflected in a tranquil lake—lacks the originality and tonal sub-
tlety of  Weston’s and also his vigorous ecological commentary contrasting its soli-
tary majesty with the foreground’s clear-cut forest (Group Five). But although the 
superiority of  his views is hardly beside the point, it is not the only conclusion a 
comparison invites. If  he proffered a distinctive view of  the state, one that diverged 
considerably from the Guide’s predictable survey, there was nevertheless enough 
duplication to suggest that Weston’s California shared some overlap with what the 
WPA staff  regarded as typical. And that congruity reveals two important features 
of  California and the West, one related to Weston’s cultural ambition and the other 
to his artistic métier.
 Including photographs of  well-known sites along with many more of  unexpected 
ones invited viewers to develop an enlarged and richer understanding of  how to see 
their environment, familiar and not, and in doing so to hone their spiritual receptiv-
ity to California’s extraordinary plenitude. It put forward an argument for revision 
more than a determinedly idiosyncratic revelation, as a book that included only, say, 
driftwood stumps, kelp, and tree bark (all in the Westons’ book) would have. He had 
told the Guggenheim Foundation that he wanted to portray “MY Western scene” 
and in that he succeeded, but not without acknowledging as well the Western scene 
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of  others, including his potential viewers/readers, whom he urged to see anew even 
these familiar sites through the clarifying lens his pictures supplied.
 Although there is no evidence that the Westons ever looked at the WPA Guide 
or intended his photographs to be a correction of  it, it hardly matters because the 
kinds of  pictures it featured were so ubiquitous. They could be seen everywhere, in 
books and magazines and on postcards. By journeymen professionals, they were a 
notch above most snapshots but not by much. Weston’s Donner Lake shot, assisted 
by Charis’s text, marked the distance in perception between it and those by snap-
shooters. All of  California and the West, especially a dozen or so examples of  often-
photographed sites, revealed how thoroughly his work transcended pictures by other 
professionals. In such a comparison Weston’s photographs were distinguished by not 
only more masterly technical execution but also by exceptional revelatory power, and 
thus they advertised the superiority of  artistic photography to its workaday cousin.

Slouching toward MGM

Well-known sites notwithstanding, Weston had no ambition to make his photographs 
specifically informative for prospective tourists. Aside from the Texas Spring Camp 
Grounds he included none of  the amenities Charis mentions. Nor, with one excep-
tion, did he illustrate any of  the plethora of  tourist conveniences a commercial cul-
ture had erected for the motoring public—no gas stations, motor courts, drive-in 
restaurants, or even highways. And the one exception is so outlandish as to be sur-
real, a giant cup advertising “hot coffee” to Mojave Desert travelers (Group Four). 
If  Charis’s contribution provided the personal context in which the pictures were 
made, his would illuminate the teleological and cultural meanings immanent in the 
California landscape.
 For Weston, natural facts were indexes to spiritual facts, although not supernatu-
ral ones, and he intended his photographs—as an ensemble as well as individually—
to reveal the natural world’s fundamental unity and indivisibility. The American 
West provided exemplary opportunities for this kind of  revelation because it still 
contained numerous pockets where nature’s immense variety was untrammeled, 
and he meant to recall Americans to their historical intimacy with the extraordi-
nary environment they had inherited. He wanted also to demonstrate how human 
attempts to manipulate and exploit nature were doomed to failure, with the nota-
ble exception of  agricultural husbandry. By revitalizing his audience’s perception 
of  nature’s inspirational coherence he believed his photographs could serve as an 
antidote to social despair and fulfill his ambition to be “a spiritual force in this new 
world vision” for which he sensed widespread hunger.
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 About half  of  California and the West’s plates depict pristine nature. A few resem-
ble Weston’s earlier close-ups of  natural forms by isolating subjects and supplying 
no horizon line to indicate depth or scale; unlike the earlier work, though, the frame 
does not encapsulate them so that they extend beyond it. A driftwood stump against 
a dark, filtered sky, its whorls and grooves illuminated by subdued light (it had been 
foggy), is treated abstractly (Group Five), as is a gnarled Joshua tree with peeling 
and contorted branches (Group One). The ovoid shapes of  a swath of  Solomon’s 
seal decoratively fill the frame, complicated by overlapping fern fronds (Group 
Three). A scorched tree trunk’s corrugations are likewise closely seen, patterned 
by a fantastic network of  craters and valleys (Group Four).
 But abstraction is modified by their titles, which designate a specific locale and 
thus reveal what an observant eye may discover in some of  California’s favorite 
tourist centers—Little River Beach State Park, Joshua Tree National Monument, 
the redwood forest, and the Motherlode country. With the exception of  the Joshua 
tree, what the pictures depict would not be their sites’ most noted attractions; they 
encourage viewers to enlarge their perception of  such well-known places, paradoxi-
cally by narrowing their vision. They propose that everywhere in California infinite 
manifestations of  nature’s capacious beauty await travelers alert enough to discover 
them. Had they appeared without titles, or with less geographically explicit ones, 
the photographs’ formal excellence would have been unchanged but their linkage 
with the text reduced and the cultural overtones they accrued from the interpen-
etration of  text, title, and image muffled.40

 Panoramic landscapes, half  from national or state parks, also bore geographi-
cally specific titles. Although a few depicted what snapshooters might character-
istically photograph—the vista from Dantes View in Death Valley being a tourist 
favorite (Group One)—most did not. Among his Death Valley views, for instance, 
several center on the park’s less visited corners. The Westons considered “Evening 
Cloud/Panamints” the sensation of  his first month’s work. A brilliant rendition of  
tonality, the mountains’ black outline and a dark-gray mottled sky frame an extraor-
dinary light-gray cloud formation so neatly bisected as to resemble a pair of  lips 
(Group One). Had he been less adamant about photography not aping painting or 
admired the artist more it might have been meant as an homage to Man Ray’s most 
famous painting, Observatory Time—the Lovers. Instead it demonstrates the genius 
of  Weston’s vision and his technical virtuosity, exemplifying the unexpected beauty 
to be discovered in Death Valley by visitors who learned to turn their eyes from its 
best-known features.41

 If  “Evening Cloud/Panamints” approaches the theatrical, another of Death Valley 
represents a minimalist contrast with it. A stony hill’s plateau, pitted and stark, forms 
the low horizon line. Above it cirrus clouds feather the sky. Their parabolic shapes 
suggest motion as they seem to be moving from left to right toward the frame’s edge, 
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creating a dynamic tension between unyielding rock and scudding clouds (Group 
One). A Time magazine piece that characterized Weston’s photographs as mirror-
ing “static nature” exercised him greatly. “Anyone who thinks nature static hasn’t 
taken the trouble to look at it,” he retorted. Moreover, its changeability offers the 
photographer both difficulties and opportunities. Before the shutter may be opened 
clouds can dissipate, light change, or wind disarrange a subject—and the picture is 
lost. Photography’s genius resides in its ability “to capture the moment—not just 
any moment, but the important one, the one moment out of  all time when your 
subject is revealed to the fullest—that moment of  perfection which comes once 
and is not repeated.” The Death Valley view epitomized his inspired capacity to 
reveal such an evanescent moment’s perfection and also intimated a philosophical 
truth about nature’s dynamism. Inherent in natural forms was a mysterious dialectic 
between permanence and change, and photographs such as this would lead viewers 
to a profounder recognition of  the vitality and organic wholeness of  the world they 
represented.42

 Two pictures of  the junipers Weston labored so hard to reach at Lake Tenaya 
invite a similar conclusion. In the first his camera is near its trunk, about five feet 
distant, the oblique light emphasizing its rough bark and, on a barkless portion, 
the wood’s grain. More than anything else it is a study of  texture. In the second he 
set up his camera perhaps twenty-five feet away, making visible the entire tree and 
stony ledge on which it clung. This view reveals that there are in fact two trees, a 
living and dead one side by side, with the barkless one’s gnarled trunk overarched 
by the living one’s leafy crown. Nature’s fierce tenacity is represented by the appar-
ently inhospitable stone in which the living tree has taken root, and its immutable 
regeneracy symbolized by the two trees’ proximity (Group Two).43

 The juniper photographs also illustrate a general proposition about photography, 
that a picture’s subject counts for less than what the photographer does with it. They 
dramatize how differing aims, formal and ideational, require singular approaches, 
even to the same subject. And their placement in the book raises an additional 
point. They are not paired but separated by a vista of  Lake Tenaya. This is among 
Weston’s loveliest shots, the limpid water receding from the picture plane and 
faintly reflecting the granite hills nestling the lake, but its one-point perspective 
also most resembles a postcard view (Group Two). Sequenced between the juniper 
photographs it serves a didactic function as a compact lesson in how to approach 
nature’s plenitude in locations like Yosemite where it is so grandly displayed. His 
composition exalts the serene and accessible beauty of  Lake Tenaya while the nearby 
but less conventionally picturesque junipers allow equally rewarding perceptions 
of  nature’s enduring qualities.
 Weston in his Guggenheim years is most commonly thought of  as concentrat-
ing on the infinitely interrelated structures of  nature. His many public statements 
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encouraged that view, often accompanied by pictures such as those made at Lake 
Tenaya. On one occasion, though, he acknowledged that even if  humans were 
mostly absent their artifacts were not, and many of  his photographs were “pictures 
of  people as well as life.” This observation is borne out by California and the West, 
where fully half  depict the effect of  human culture on the landscape.44

 The book’s near exclusion of  California’s cities is its most noticeable omission of  
human presence. Although this was consonant with Weston’s dislike of  urban life 
and the book’s emphasis on motor touring, it undermined one of  the considerations 
he said guided him in organizing it. Even though providing “a full length picture 
of  California” was not his only objective it was among them, and it likely accounts 
for the single urban view, of  the San Francisco waterfront. Seen from a high angle 
(Telegraph Hill), the waterfront’s complex geometry is its most striking feature. 
Contrasting diagonals predominate, of  buildings in the foreground, a middle-dis-
tance roadway and quay with two piers angling away, and in the background the 
span of  the newly built Bay Bridge leading to Yerba Buena Island. Only a ferry, its 
wake, and a distant sailboat are parallel to the lens. The photograph encompasses 
an extraordinary number of  means for transporting people and goods—automo-
biles, a tugboat, railroad cars, and a docked ship as well as the ferry, sailboat, and 
bridge—and thus connotes the city’s dynamic spatial and economic organization 
(Group Three). But because it uniquely does so its cultural reverberations about 
modernization are faint. Its dazzling formal structure keeps its inclusion from seem-
ing pro forma, but it stands distantly apart from the book’s other photographs.45

 Weston preferred to photograph dead or dying places, of  which there are a fair 
number in California and the West. Charis said that he found some locales “more 
interesting visually after they had been transformed and reshaped by the environ-
ment,” although she did not indicate why cities—rife with time-worn objects—were 
not for him inviting places for work. Decay satisfied a visual preference and also 
represented a heterodox cultural attitude. He loathed the commonplace idea that 
progress was measured by commercial and technological development and believed 
that the transformations wrought by these forces were evanescent. Nature was 
durable, the works of  humans were not, which suggests why cities attracted him so 
little. That proposition could be exemplified by photographing sites where humans 
had once labored to transform nature’s wealth into their own, only then to decline. 
The decrepitude was visually arresting at the same time it symbolized the folly of  
material ambitions.46

 The half-dozen locales illustrating this perception had all once been engaged in 
the extractive or timbering industries and were arrayed along a narrow spectrum of  
dying to dead. The once booming town of  Rhyolite was entirely defunct, its gold 
mines abandoned and buildings rotting. Weston called it “Nevada’s Athens” and 
was fascinated by it according to Charis, who supplied a potted town history (). 
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Its ruins, abandoned only a generation earlier, had once been substantial buildings 
of  adobe and finished stone. His decisions about what to photograph among its 
remaining shards intensified its poignancy. In one picture only a facade’s matched 
stonework columns are left standing, and in the other graceful open arches empha-
size the collapsing walls and gullied hills beyond (Group Five). Defunct, too, was 
Leadfield eleven miles west of  Rhyolite. A decomposing wooden structure and 
sidewalk littered with debris reveal the futility of  its once-optimistic hopes (Group 
One). He shot the Rhyolite and Leadfield structures from a middle distance of  eight 
to fifteen feet, enough to indicate their settings’ barrenness but also to delineate the 
building materials’ textures. The full sunlight on their facades precluded shadows 
that might have romanticized them. A different camera placement in Death Valley’s 
Twenty Mule Team Canyon, a high and long shot of  a decrepit wooden “Old Bunk 
House,” varied his compositional strategies to emphasize the surrounding clay hills 
scarred from mining (Group One). Borax mining had been abandoned in Death 
Valley a mere ten years earlier when cheaper ways to extract it had been developed 
in the Mojave Desert.
 Jerome, Arizona, was alive, but barely. Once a copper-mining center built on the 
side of  a mountain, the mines had closed and only smeltering remained in the valley 
below. Its Chamber of  Commerce proclaimed it “‘the most unique town in America’” 
for its fifty-mile view, as Charis sarcastically reported (). Weston photographed 
it from above on the mountain road winding down to the town, its two or three 
dozen buildings straggling along the mountain’s spurs and its streets somnolent. 
The smelter’s smoke blots out most of  the fifty-mile view but not enough to erase 
the sense that this perched town is a dying excrescence in an otherwise awesome 
landscape (Group Five).
 On northern California’s coast both Albion and Elk, onetime lumber towns ten 
miles apart, had been abandoned by their sawmills and thereafter by most of  their 
citizens. Charis’s description of  Albion is lugubrious, itemizing the “empty shacks, 
the discarded machinery, the broken bridges, the peeling paint—and over all, the 
heavy, silent sadness of  the fog” (). Edward’s picture of  houses, mill, and river 
connotes a similar melancholic stillness, although her text was needed for view-
ers to know the town was dead (Group Three). Elk was in actuality comparatively 
bustling—its business district had a post office, two groceries, a bar, and two gas 
stations ()—but Edward’s view includes just an outlying wooden church and 
photography studio. Not only does their forlorn setting imply abandonment but 
he also set up his camera to emphasize the unkempt and apparently disused verge 
fronting them (Group Five).
 If  these sites implied a slow reversion to their natural state, the Owens Valley 
represented a more ominous prospect. In addition to the littered bed of  the drained 
Owens Lake with its defunct soda works, California and the West includes two more 
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views of  the despoliation wrought by withdrawal of  the valley’s water. Both feature 
cottonwoods, their bark peeling or trunks burned black. With one Weston placed 
his camera so that a trunk would mostly obscure a sizable living bush in order not 
to qualify the impression of  ruination (Group Two). The other juxtaposes a cot-
tonwood’s barkless trunk with a power pylon, the camera tilted upward to outline 
both against the dark sky. In processing the negative he brought out tonal contrasts 
in tree and pylon to emphasize the power lines spanning the frame. Electric power 
was not responsible for the ruination of  the Owens Valley, but the pylon and lines 
were an unmistakable metonymy for the modern rage to exploit nature. Charis’s 
summation seconds the pictures’ dismal judgment: The Owens Valley is “a fantas-
tic forest of  death and civilization” ().
 If  these pictures imply an irreversible ravishment of  the Owens Valley, another 
has more hopeful connotations, a panorama in which the sweeping valley floor is 
overarched by a rainbow’s arc. In California and the West it labors to ameliorate the 
otherwise bleak view of  the region’s fate, the rainbow conventionally emblematic 
of  nature’s radiant benevolence. But it represented wishful thinking and was the 
least visually distinguished of  the book’s photographs. Blurry and indifferently 
composed, it was also sentimental as Weston rarely was (Group Three). He never 
again allowed it to be reprinted, nor near the end of  his life did he include it among 
his “Project Prints,” the  images he believed his strongest.
 Weston’s dozen or so pictures of  California’s “ranches” are a more successful 
counterpoint to this survey of  human malfeasance. Although a few focus on objects 
worn by use—a spavined fence, an ancient slaughtering wheel—most emphasize a 
pastoral tranquility in which human effort harmonizes with the natural world. An 
idyllic orderliness is their keynote. Mounded haycocks sinuously line a newly mown 
field near the San Simeon Highway (Group Six); oblique rows of  flowering plants on 
an Orange County bean ranch are punctuated by three feathery trees casting circular 
shadows (Group One); files of  receding grapevines attractively pattern a hillside’s 
contours (Group Four); a flowering orchard lies below a hill dotted with shade trees 
(Group Three); and a farmhouse in a Carmel Valley pear orchard nestles beneath 
the Highland’s slopes (Group Six). These views all celebrate the earth’s fecundity, 
the human capacity to organize it, and the visual pleasures they afford. A flock of  
grazing sheep near Clear Lake is Weston’s most insistent evocation of  pastoralism. 
They occupy the foreground hill in a composition that looks down on them from 
a higher elevation. Beneath them is a clump of  shady oaks, and then squared-off  
fields lead to the tree-fringed Clear Lake itself. Beyond its smooth expanse rises an 
unbroken line of  misty hills (Group Three). In its limpidity and seamless organiza-
tion of  so many disparate elements it is one of  the book’s most winning pictures.
 Charis has little to say about these photographs and nothing about the nobility of  
agriculture, but it hardly matters because his endorsement is so apparent. If  he was 
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disenchanted with much of  California’s past and present development, the state’s 
farmsteads were exempt from his displeasure. He composed to emphasize these 
sites’ harmonious adaptation to existing landforms, and by doing so he affirmed 
allegiance to the notion that agriculture occupies a special place in American life 
because it is in harmony with the natural world rather than antagonistic to it. These 
pictures reminded viewers that domesticated nature could be as inspiring as the 
more savage variety and that savoring nature’s beneficence need not wait for a visit 
to Yosemite or Death Valley. In an agricultural state it is just down the road.
 The Weston’s own neighborhood was Salinas, nationally famous in  as Stein-
beck’s home and the site of  violent confrontations four years earlier between strik-
ing lettuce pickers and the state’s highway patrol. So emblematic had the Salinas 
strike become of  antipathies between landowners and agricultural labor that in 

An American Exodus Lange and Taylor included two photographs of  it, neither by 
her. Weston photographed a horse dealer’s barn near the town, its subject and the 
composition’s orderly symmetry subtly linking it with his studies of  agricultural 
sites. Its formal structure, titling, and the history of  its making all suggest that it 
had for him special significance. Aside from Charis’s portrait it is the only picture 
with a living human being, a young man holding a pinto horse before the barn’s open 
doors. The barn, moreover, is the book’s only building still in use seen so closely, 
filling nearly the entire frame. Its title, “‘Chief ’ Heggens’ Barn, Salinas” (Group 
Six), is also unique, or nearly so, in naming a community of  some size. Salinas had 
ten thousand residents and was the seat of  Monterey County, a considerably larger, 
more bustling place than Elk or Albion or Jerome. Finally, although Charis offhand-
edly reports that he made the photograph sometime during the fellowship’s second 
year (), Amy Conger says its negative number indicates a later date, after the 
fellowship’s expiration, making it likely that he shot it especially to compensate for 
something otherwise missing from the book then in its planning stage.47

 “‘Chief ’ Heggens’ Barn” is unique as well in explicitly evoking western mythol-
ogy. A circular folk painting occupies much of  the barn’s facade and portrays a 
cowboy—accoutered in a soft felt hat, bandana, and holstered revolver—making 
pancakes over his campfire. The open barn doors divide the painting’s lower half  
from its upper so the structure’s dark interior highlights the young man and horse 
framed by it. Weston told the Guggenheim Foundation that satires would be part 
of  his project, and this depiction of  a fragmented representation of  the Old West 
might seem to be one of  them. But his decisions in making this carefully posed 
photograph suggest otherwise. Had he excluded the young man and horse the naive 
painting possibly would have intimated a satire of  a fictitious past sentimentally 
depicted. Had the young man appeared without the horse the door’s open space 
would have dwarfed him and drawn a contrast between his unindividuated insig-
nificance and the outsized painting, proposing a pathetic distance between the myth 
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and present reality. Had the camera been further away his lean resemblance to the 
idealized cowboy’s physique would have been minimized, or had he been closer the 
picture would have become more an individual’s portrait. Neither a portrait—he is 
too distant to make out his features other than his lean muscularity—nor a depic-
tion of  quaint folk art, the composition insists on the relation between the youth 
and painting. Together they represent nodes in the West’s history, a preindustrial 
past when self-sufficient individuals lived in its spacious reaches and a present in 
which their example continued to have force and relevance (Group Six).
 Weston’s sympathetic evocation of  the West’s mythology might seem surprising, 
but in  it was hardly anomalous and in fact had become ubiquitous. Long rel-
egated to being low-budget quickies for juvenile audiences, in  and  qual-
ity productions of  western films boomed, and adult audiences flocked to them. In 
those two years Hollywood produced a dozen or more prestige westerns, including 
such classics as Stagecoach, Destry Rides Again, Union Pacific, and The Westerner. As 
hostilities opened in Europe and threatened to involve the United States, Ameri-
cans became ever more preoccupied with the uniqueness of  their cultural experience, 
and representations of  the West’s mythology abundantly satisfied that need.
 If  Weston modestly participated in this reinvigoration of  western myth it is 
doubtful it inspired him to make “‘Chief ’ Heggens’ Barn, Salinas.” Instead, in his 
handling of  its subject and by his title’s specification of  locale the picture adduced 
a different view of  the town’s significance than that associated with it. It implied 
that the violent strike and the political advocacy Steinbeck exemplified were only 
epiphenomena of  the current phase in the West’s history. Salinas was better thought 
of  as representing something more profoundly historical and more permanent, a 
tradition of  self-reliant individualism in harmony with nature that an intimate rela-
tionship with the West’s wide spaces bred. In his own way Weston must have felt 
he represented those enduring virtues as well.
 However uncritically he seems to have accepted the western myth, like most art-
ists and intellectuals he abominated its most influential contemporary celebrant, the 
Hollywood film industry. In their travels the Westons took in at least one movie, in 
Yreka after a day photographing Mt. Shasta. As Charis describes it, the “stirring 
Class B epic of  the deep south” was unintentionally risible, with noble sharecrop-
pers, a tyrannical straw boss with an equally villainous sister, and a wholesome 
young newspaperman dedicated to justice and who is saved from lynching only by 
the intercession of  a sharecropper’s attractive daughter. Charis provides no title, 
nor did she need to; for the Westons this was the standard Hollywood product, 
melodramatic, addicted to absurd stereotypes, and fundamentally irrelevant. The 

“grand and solitary” Mt. Shasta was infinitely more inspiring (–).
 Her account of  the movie experience thus anticipates California and the West’s 
final two photographs, made on the back lot of  the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio 
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in Culver City. One, “Rubber Dummies,” shows two mannequins in front of  shelves 
of  props; the other, “Ghost Set,” depicts a movie lot that includes a steamboat, 
harbor, and painted city backdrop (Group Six). MGM was the movie industry’s 
largest, most successful enterprise, and the Westons gained access through friends 
in its art department. He had long wanted to photograph there—she says since the 
Guggenheim project’s outset—but permission was difficult and finally obtained 
only near the end of  the fellowship.
 That Weston wanted to photograph at MGM at all is a singular fact, even more 
so that he passionately wanted to. A Hollywood studio was almost infinitely distant 
from his usual beat. Many of  his pictures examine the natural world, its irreduc-
ible reality meticulously rendered, but nothing on a movie set is genuine. Weston 
abominated Hollywood products; if  the movies were art, they were a vulgar and 
debased brand of  it. Filmmaking, moreover, was irritatingly California’s best-known 
creative activity, an industrial process that subordinated art to the values of  a cash-
nexus society. Not only was the industry an unworthy representative of  the state’s 
artistic life but it also exercised deleterious influence in shaping the consciousness 
of  people everywhere. In virtually every way Hollywood as an economic, social, and 
artistic institution represented everything Weston despised.
 This detestation lay behind his desire to photograph at MGM and accounts for 
why these are California and the West’s final images. None of  his other decisions 
about which pictures to include and how to sequence them reveals so nakedly his 
ambition to be a cultural force. The MGM photographs are perhaps the book’s 
only satires, and in deriding Hollywood he was taking on the nation’s most popu-
lar cultural institution and one of  its most influential. The pictures have the same 
clarity and rigorous composition as his others—they reward formal analysis as 
readily—but they represent something more than an unexpected setting in which 
he exemplified his genius. They sum up the book’s underlying principles by rep-
resenting their opposite, by implicitly foregrounding what Weston believed to be 
Hollywood’s assumptions and procedures as a negative benchmark against which 
could be measured his own and those of  the book he and Charis had created.
 The Westons worked collaboratively but without sacrificing the individuality 
of  their perceptions whereas committees made movies that leached out personal 
vision. Both his photographs and her narrative particularized individual experience, 
in contrast to the homogenized stereotypes and hackneyed situations Hollywood 
trafficked in. They bent their efforts toward enlightening their audience, his photo-
graphs by enlarging its perception and her narrative by revealing how art was created. 
The mindless diversion offered to the movie audience, however, merely distracted 
it. In her narrative explicitly, and his pictures implicitly, the true artist is fashioned 
as an impassioned seer who reveals the world’s complex, infinite loveliness and its 
organic unity, with an ambition to transform the consciousness of  viewers. Those 
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who made movies employed artifice to simulate pieces of  the world, and they did 
so cynically with the sole aim of  profiting from it.
 Both MGM pictures underline these contrasts by virtue of  the distance that 
separates them from the book’s preceding photographs. Everything on the movie 
lots is counterfeit, and their elements register no discernable relationship to one 
another. Neither is it possible to imagine what lies beyond the frame’s edges, a her-
meticism his compositions emphasize by interior framing devices. Vertical and hori-
zontal planking and a wooden ladder encapsulate the rubber dummies, and on the 
ghost set vision is narrowly squeezed by the steamboat’s angled stern and a curved 
concrete jetty. The pictures are literally staged, inevitably so because of  MGM’s 
unswerving dedication to the artificial.48

 “Rubber Dummies” was staged in another sense as well, one with a private sig-
nificance although made manifest to readers of  California and the West by Charis’s 
circumstantial account of  the day at MGM. She had discovered the shelf  on which 
the dummies lay, and he then shot it. “When Edward had made a negative,” she 
writes, “I pulled one of  the dummies out” and “next I pulled out a greenish-yellow 
one.” Then she set them up as they would be seen in the book. “Rubber Dummies” 
was the final exposure of  the twenty he made at MGM; “Ghost Set” had been the 
first (–). There are autobiographical and thematic reasons why their sequence 
is reversed in California and the West. The only shot on which Charis so materi-
ally collaborated is “Rubber Dummies” in that she found the site and arranged it. 
In addition to its other meanings, then, the picture reaffirmed the collaborative 
nature of  their work. Sequencing it second-to-last meant it could be paired with 
his “Texas Spring Camp Grounds,” which likewise emphasized the jointness of  
their enterprise.49

 Charis is also explicit about what movies had been filmed on the “ghost set”—the 
boat featured in The Great Waltz, a biography of  Johann Strauss, and the painted 
backdrop of  Marseilles in Port of  the Seven Seas, a version of  Marcel Pagnol’s Fanny. 
Both films attempted to adapt European culture for an American audience and did 
so to make a profit and not serve art. Neither, however, had been a distinguished film, 
even by Hollywood’s commercial standards. In virtually every way the Hollywood 
products evoked by “Ghost Set” represented the antithesis of  what Weston strove 
to achieve. The movies were trite and betrayed their nominal inspiration, while the 
photographs were dazzlingly original and faithful to his purpose to reveal nature’s 
transcendent truths. The Great Waltz and Port of  the Seven Seas put forward, how-
ever lamely, a notion that art was preeminently European; he, however, was dedi-
cated to an indigenous art in a medium he believed to be quintessentially American. 
Movies relied on legerdemain for their effects; he needed only his imagination, eyes, 
and command of  his tools. They trafficked in illusion, he revealed reality. Both he 
and the filmmakers essentially employed the same technology but for utterly dif-
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ferent ends. Whereas they used it to overlay a sense of  life on what was contrived 
and artificial, in “Ghost Set” his camera exposed their falsity and revealed the 
imaginative poverty of  their deceits. By thus striking through the pasteboard mask 
of  Hollywood’s pretensions and exposing by implication the deficiencies of  a mass 
culture that so adored its products, he asserted the superiority of  his vision, amply 
represented by the ninety-five images preceding this one, and so closed Califor-
nia and the West with a challenge to his audience to discover a more authentic and 
transformative vision of  the world.
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